DIY PHONE AMPLIFIER

Teens

Supplies Needed:
• Toilet paper roll (or paper towel if using a larger phone/tablet)
• 2 paper or plastic cups
• Pencil or pen for tracing
• Scissors and/or craft knife
• Washi tape, colored paper, paint, markers, or other decorating supplies

What to do:
1. Take your phone and trace around the bottom (with a pencil or pen) of it onto the toilet paper roll
   • If you have a larger phone or want to do this for a tablet, you can use a paper towel roll
2. Cut out the slot using the scissors and/or craft knife
3. Trace the ends of the toilet paper roll (circle part) onto the lower side of each cup (1 per cup)
4. Cut out the circles on each cup
5. Decorate the toilet paper roll and cups however you’d like
6. Once you are done decorating your tube and cups, slide the tube into each circle cut out on the cups
7. Place your phone into the slot in the tube and start playing your music!

Click HERE for the original source and instructions